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Section C – Judicial

Proposed Regulation

Endurance Racing

2.3.3. At Race meetings, up to a 10 Grid Place Penalty may be applied at a driver’s future Race, only where that penalty can be applied during that Meeting or the contested Championship or Series. In the event that a driver’s grid position prohibits them from serving the full penalty the driver will start from the back of the grid behind all other placed drivers and the full penalty will then be deemed to be served.

Date of Implementation: 1st January 2025

Reason: Clarification. The Committee were made aware of instances where driver(s) grid position had not permitted the full penalty to be served which led to discussion of whether the penalty should be split between future races or alternately held until a driver qualifies allowing serving of the full penalty. The Committee agreed that the splitting of a penalty or deferring it had never been the intention of the regulation and therefore the proposed wording provides that clarification.